Abstract-This paper analyzes an ARQ scheme using parity retransmissions. By dividing each transmission block into sub blocks, the combination of a transmission block and its retrans mission block has the structure of a concatenated code. We derive formulae for calculating an upper bound on the probability of undetected errors and a lower bound on the throughput for such an ARQ scheme. Numerical results show that even with extremely simple iuner code design, such an ARQ scheme has satisfactory performauce.
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I. INTRODUCTION
I N MANY ARQ schemes, the received blocks which are detected to be in error are usually discarded. However, an error-detected block still contains an appreciable amount of information. Therefore, several ARQ schemes using parity retransmissions were proposed [1]- (7] , which take advan tage of the residual information in the error-detected blocks.
Suppose, in the first transmission, a codeword of an (n, k) block code is transmitted, and in the second transmission (first retransmission), n appropriate redundant digits are transmit ted. The combination of the received blocks from these two transmissions forms an error-corrupted version of a codeword of a (2n, k) code. Usually, n is large. Therefore, the (2n, k) code can be designed to correct a large amount of transmission errors and simultaneously detect many other error patterns. Hence, high throughput and low probability of undetected errors can be expected. The main problem of ARQ schemes using parity transmissions lies in the fact that, for large n, the decoding of the (2n, k) code will be very difficult.
One way of solving this problem is to divide each trans mission block into small subblocks, so that the combination of the first and second transmissions forms an error-corrupted codeword of a concatenated code. With this modification, the performance may degrade a little bit but the implementation can be much simpler. Such a scheme has been considered at least as early as in 1979 by Metzner [3] . However, a detailed performance analysis of such a scheme over binary symmetric channels (BSC) was not given up to now. In this paper, we provide a detailed performance analysis for such a scheme used over BSC. It-
Some ARO schemes using concatenated structures without considering parity retransmissions have been studied [8] - [9] . However, their analyses over BSC cannot be directly applied to our scheme. The reason is that, in our scheme, we combine each error-detected transmission and its parity retransmis sion as a concatenated structure, which is different from the combination of a transmission (independent of whether it is error-detected or not) and its parity retransmission. In our analysis, we find an upper bound on the probability of undetected errors and a lower bound on the throughput for our ARQ scheme. By specific examples, we see the excellent performance of our ARQ scheme which can be easily implemented.
II. THE PROPOSED ARQ SCHEME Let V be an (N, K) binary linear code with minImum distance do which can correct any error pattern with weight no greater than to and detect many other error patterns. Let U be a (2k, k) binary linear code with minimum distance d which can correct any error pattern with weight no greater than t and detect many other error patterns where k = N 1m for some integer m. We may rewrite any codeword v of V as a combination of m subblocks, i.e., v = (Ul, U2,"" um) where Ui is a k-tuple for i = 1,2,···, m. For each 'ii in V, we define an N -tuple p(v) as where Pi is a k-tup1e and (Ui, Pi) is a codeword of U for i = 1, 2, . . ·, m. Let (v,p(v) be a combination of v and p(v) as shown in Fig. 1 . Clearly, (v,p(v») is a codeword of the (2N, K) concatenated code VOU which uses V as outer code and U as inner code. We may call (Ui,Pi ) the ith frame of the 2N-tuple (v,p(v».
oo9fHi778/91$01.00 © 1991 IEEE For our ARO system, each K-bit message is encoded into a codeword of V. Let v be such a codeword. At first we transmit v to the receiver. Let v be the received N-tuple. The receiver does both decoding and error detection for v. If the decoder decides that ii contains an error pattern of weight no greater than to, then the decoder corrects the errors and no retransmission is required. If ii is detected to contain an uncorrectable error pattern, then a retransmission is requested.
In the second transmission (first retransmission), p(v) instead of v is sent to the receiver. Let p(v) be the received N-tuple.
The receiver then does both decoding and error detection for each frame of (' u , [l(V)). If any frame is detected to contain an uncorrectable pattern, then further retransmission is requested. Otherwise, we combine the message parts of all the decoded frames as V f. If v f is not a codeword of V, then some error condition is detected and retransmission is also requested. For the third transmission (second retransmission), we send v again and the receiver discards the two N -tuples received previously and repeat the same process as in the first transmission, Intuitively, by combining the third transmission with the two early transmissions for further process can provide some additional improvement for the system performance, In [7J, such idea has been used, We prefer our transmission mode for two reasons. The first reason is that it is simple for analysis. The second reason is that we note that usually, the third transmission is not required, which means that the combination of the first two transmission can satisfactorily correct almost all the error patterns.
TIL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In our analysis, we assume that the transmissions are over a binary symmetric channel (BSC) with transition probability f.
For transmitting a specified message, we define some events as follows.
C(l):
The received N-tuple v from the (2'i -l)th trans mission (i.e., the (2i -2)th retransmission for i > 1 and the first transmission for i = 1) contains a correctable error pattern and hence the decoding result is correct.
D(l):
The received N-tuple 1'j from the (2'i -l)th trans mission is detected to contain an uncorrectable error pattern.
UD(l):
The received N-tuple 'iJ from the (2i -l)th trans mission contains an undetectable error pattern, and hence the decoding result is incorrect.
A(l):
The (2i -l)th transmission is accepted, i,e., no retransmission is requested.
We readily have the following relations [8] - [9] Pr
where Au;, w = do, do + 1. ... . N, is the number of code words in V of weight w, In most interesting cases,
In the (2i)th transmission (Le., the (2i -l)th retransmis For the convenience of derivation, we need to define some events which do not actually occur in our scheme. The following events are defined by assuming that we transmit p(Ti) independent of whetheru is detected to be in error or 
CU):
A frame of(v. p(v)) is correctly decoded. U nU): A frame of (ii. p(v» contains an unde tectable error pattern. E 1: All frames of (0, jJ(v) are correctly de coded.
E2: One or more of the frames of (iJ,p(v») are detected to contain an uncorrectable error pattern. A(2): The (2i)th transmission is accepted, i.e" no retransmission is requested.
Remember that the real events which possibly occur in our scheme are (v(el),p(v,e2»ID(1), C(2)ID(1), D(2)ID(1), UD(2)ID(1), CU)ID(l), UDU)ID(1), EIID(l), E2ID(1), E3ID(1), and A(2)ID(1), respectively, since the parity re transmission is sent only when v is detected to be in error.
From arguments similar to those for (3) and (4), we have and
where Bw, w = 
Pr[EI] = {Pr[C(J)]r ( 9 )
The derivation of Pr[E3] is difficult. However, we can easily find some tight lower bound on it in some practical cases.
Then, we can achieve an upper bound on Pr[UD (2) ]. This will be illustrated in our examples which will be given later.
Now we need to check the real situations for which v is detected to contain an un correctable error pattern in the (12)
where 81 is the set of (el' (2) which are correctable error patterns of VO U with w(el) ::; to and 82 is the set of (e l' (2 ) which are correctable error patterns of VO U with fl an undetectable error pattern in the (2i -l)th transmission. The third term on the right-hand side of (IS) can be rewritten
where T is the set of e2 which includes all the distinct N -tuples. If we consider a system for which Pr[C(2)] » Pr[UD (1) 
i= l
Now we illustrate the above procedure by an example.
Example 1: Let V be the (1024,993) extended BCH code over GF(2) with minimum distance 8 and tu = 1. Let U be the (8,1) extended Hamming code over GF(2) with minimum distance 4 and t = 1. Note that in the (2i -l)th transmission, V can detect any error pattern in v of weight up to 5 and in (2i)th transmission V can detect any error pattern in Vi of weight up to 7. For the (8, 4) extended Hamming code, we can calculate the probability that the decoded message differs from the original message by 4 b. We denote such probability by P4 which is given by P4 = f8 + 8· £7. 
From ( - From the above example, we see that both low probability of undetected errors and high throughput can be simultaneously achieved with only simple decoding and implementation for our ARQ system. From Fig. 3 , we note that with a simple inner code such as the (8. 4) extended Hamming code is good enough to correct almost all the possible error patterns 
BIT ERROR RATE with concatenated structure such as in [8] or [9] is a promising choice.
The degenerate form of codes with concatenated structure is the interleaving of identical codes. We now provide an example of designing V using interleaved codes. We shall see Finally, we may compare our results with those in [7] . The technique used in [7] is similar to ours. In [7] , a (a 2: 2)
transmissions are combined as a concatenated structure for process. Suppose that we compare example 1 of our scheme with the examples of code length n = 1000 in [7] . Under very low level of probability of undetected errors, the throughput in example 1 of our scheme is similar to those of the scheme in [7] with either a = 2 or 3 for small E, and is better for E around 2 x 10-5 to 2 X 10-3•
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